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2D Data Tutorial 
 
This lesson takes about 2-3 hours, faster if you skip the optional “BONUS” sections in blue.  Answers 
are provided for the red “THINK” questions but you should think about the answer before looking it up. 
 

Know where to find help: 
• Brain Voyager Getting Started guide 
• Help/User’s Guide (horribly organized, ever-evolving, have to know where to look) 

o much of the basic stuff is under Users’ Guide v3.5 
• Group Web Site http://www.ssc.uwo.ca/psychology/culhamlab/fmri/index.htm 

o All of these steps are for BV 2000, and are mostly more advanced procedures for 3D data 
analysis. 

 

Open a functional MR file 

 
File Open or <Ctrl O> 
Choose xx.10_06_03_10_MAG.fmr  
 xx = subject’s initials 
 10_06_03 = date scanned 
 10 = acquisition (run) #10 
 .fmr = functional MR file 
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(If this appears, click OK, then continue) 
 

 
 
These were the slices we took: 

(note: there are 12 lines drawn through this brain, and 12 corresponding pictures of slices) 
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Make sure you understand how the slices are laid out:  

top, bottom, front, back, left, right of the brain 
 

Know the experimental protocol 
As you are scanning, you will need to keep notes about the protocol (the order and duration of the 
various epochs1).  This sample data comes from an “LO Localizer” designed to identify an area of the 
brain, the lateral occipital (LO) complex that is activated by images of objects, more so than scrambled 
objects.  Between stimulus epochs, we have “fixation epochs” which serve as a baseline.  Fixation 
epochs are shown as bars of light grey (blank screen). 

 
 

Examine the information for the fMR 
File FMR Properties… [Automatically opens when you open an .fmr file] 

 
                                                 
1Epoch: a time segment extracted from a larger series of images, usually corresponding to the period in 
time surrounding an event of interest.  Is the name of a block of related stimuli. 
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• How big were the voxels? (3 x 3 x 6 mm = 54mm3) 
• How many time points are there? 
• What was the “TR” (amount of time to collect a volume)? 2s 

 

Screen the file for head motion 

*Tip – reduce the size of the .fmr window using the Zoom Out icon  (left tool bar).  This will enable 
the movie to play at a quick speed. 
 
Options Time Course Movie… 

 
1) THINK: Is motion a problem with this data set?  
 
 BONUS: For comparison, check the data for yy.11_03_03_12_MAG.fmr 
 
2) THINK: Is motion a problem with this data set?  

 
BONUS: Try motion correcting the two runs.   

For each run: 
Analysis FMR Data Preprocessing…<Ctrl P > 

 
Turn off all options except for “3D motion correction”. 
Click “Go”. 
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Note:  _3DMCT_ has been added to the title, to signify Motion Correction 
Note:  These are now saved in the same directory you opened the originals in. 

 
3) THINK: What does the plot window tell you?  Why does the yy.11_03_03_12_MAG.fmr data suck?   
   

BONUS: For the yy data, replay the 2D movie after motion correction. 
 
4) THINK: Brain Voyager do a satisfactory correction of the head motion?  
 

 
You are now DONE with the yy.11_03_03_12_MAG.fmr.  Go back to the xx.10_06_03_10.fmr 
 

Voxel surfing 
Move the cursor around in the image. 
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• Notice how in the lower left corner, it tells you the slice you’re on and which voxel you’re over. 
• Use the left mouse button to click on a voxel. 
• Repeat this process with many voxels and get a sense of how the signal (intensity value on the y-

axis) and noise (variability in signal) vary in different locations. 
• Note that there’s noise even in the “air” space (outside of the head region). 
• Note the signal magnitude in air, dimmer parts of brain, and in brighter parts of brain. 
• Can you see any linear drift (or other low frequency drift) in the voxels?  Hint: try around the 

edges of the brain, especially in the top slices. 
 
5) THINK: Why would the drift be worse here?  What effect would this have on your stats? 
 

• Can you see any voxels with high frequency noise?  Hint: try around the bottom slices 
(brainstem, ventricles). 

• Can you find any voxels that look like they’re showing real activation?  Hint: try slices 8 & 9, 
particularly around the medial (middle) side of the occipital lobe and the lateral occipital lobe.  
(Might not know what this looks like if we don’t know where we should see activation yet). 
 
BONUS: What do you see when you voxel surf the yy.11_03_03_12_MAG.fmr data?  
 

6) THINK: Suggest several reasons why head motion can hamper or ruin your data and statistics. 
 

Temporal filtering: Linear trend removal 
Go back to the original file (no preprocessing). 

Analysis FMR Data Preprocessing… 
 

• Turn off all flags except “Temporal filtering”. 
• Expand the window using the “Advanced >>” button. 
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The only portion that is relevant is the section “Temporal filtering”. 

 
• Make sure that “Linear trend removal” is turned on and “High pass filter” and “Gaussian-

FWHM” are turned off. 
• Note the new file name in the lower left corner.  This is what the spatially smoothed data will be 

saved as. 
• Click “Go”. 
• The new file will pop up automatically. 

 
ADVICE: Even if you never do any other type of preprocessing on your data, you should ALWAYS do 
linear trend removal. 
 
7) THINK: Does it look different?  Do you notice any effect on the time courses?  If you are going to 
perform motion correction, should you do it on the raw data or the data that has had linear trend 
removal? 
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BONUS: Temporal filtering: High pass filter 

 
Go back to the original file (no preprocessing). 
Analysis FMR Data Preprocessing… 
Turn off all flags except “Temporal filtering”. 
Expand the window using the “Advanced >>” button. 
The only portion that is relevant is the section “Temporal filtering”. 
Make sure that “Linear trend removal” and “High pass filter” are turned 
on and “Gaussian-FWHM” is turned off. 
At the default, 3 cycles/time course, you are filtering out any fluctuations 
at the low frequencies (leaving the high frequencies to pass through, hence 
the name). 
  
Note the new file name in the lower left corner.  This is what the spatially 
smoothed data will be saved as. 
Click “Go”. 
The new file will pop up automatically. 

 
8) THINK: Does it look different?  Do you notice any effect on the time courses? 
 

BONUS: Redo what you just did, setting the values to 10 cycles/time course.   
 
9) THINK: Why was this a really dumb thing to do?  Why does it suggest you need to think a bit before 
using this option? 
 

BONUS: Temporal filtering: Gaussian (low-pass filtering) 
  
Go back to the original file (no preprocessing). 
Analysis FMR Data Preprocessing… 
Turn off all flags except “Temporal filtering”. 
Expand the window using the “Advanced >>” button. 
The only portion that is relevant is the section “Temporal filtering”. 
Make sure that “Linear trend removal” and “Gaussian-FWHM” are turned on and “High 
pass filter” is turned off.  To make the effect stronger and easier to see, change the value 
from 0.00014 to 3 data points. 
Note the new file name in the lower left corner.  This is what the spatially smoothed data 
will be saved as. 
Click “Go”. 
The new file will pop up automatically. 
 

10) THINK: Does it look different?  Do you notice any effect on the time courses?  Why do some 
people (including Jody) say that you shouldn’t use this because it’s cheating? 
 

BONUS: Spatial smoothing 
 
Analysis FMR Data Preprocessing… 
Turn off all flags except “Spatial smoothing”. 
Expand the window using the “Advanced >>” button. 
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The only portion that is relevant is the section “Spatial smoothing”. 
Leave the settings at the default. 
Note the new file name in the lower left corner.  This is what the spatially smoothed data 
will be saved as. 
Click “Go”. 
The new file will pop up automatically. 

 
11) THINK: Does it look different?  Did you notice any effect on the time courses? 
 

Prepare a protocol 
The experiment consisted of epochs which were 16 sec (8 volumes at 2 sec each).  The order of the 
epochs was: 
 

0-I-0-S-0-I-0-S-0-I-0-S-0-I-0-S-0 
 

where 0 = fixation baseline, I = intact images, S = scrambled images 
 
We want to create a stimulation protocol that in the end will look like this (see page 2): 

   
• Analysis Stimulation Protocol… 
• In protocol window, under “Plot window”, hit [Show]. 
• Make sure that “Time course segmentation” is set to the appropriate epoch duration volumes not 

seconds (16 sec/ 2sec/vol = 8 vol, no offset). 
• Add three conditions using the “Add” button. 
• Give each condition a name using the “Edit Label” button. 
• Select an appropriate color using the “Edit Color” button. 

 
ADVICE: Use neutral colors (grays) for baseline conditions.  For example, Jody would use light gray 
for the fixation baseline, dark gray for the scrambled images and a darkish blue for the intact images.  
Where possible, use mnemonic colors (e.g., red = reach, green = grasp).  This saves checking back to 
remember what the colors stand for. 

• Optional: Type in something descriptive in the “Experiment/Name:” box. 
• Expand the protocol window using the “Intervals>>” button. 
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• Select a condition from the “Condition list”.  Left-click on all of the blocks that belong to that 

condition and click “Add ToPRT”  [From old version of BV:  Note you will have to unclick 
“Use protocol” option in the plot window in order to see and click the separate epochs]. 

 
• After hitting “Add ToPRT”, the “Use protocol” option will automatically turn back on.  All 

epochs for the condition you just added should be appropriately color-coded. 
• Repeat the procedure for all conditions. 

 
• Make sure that the protocol looks like how you want it to look.  Note: at the top of the protocol 

window it should read “Stimulation Protocol – OK”.  If it instead reads “NOT OK”, you’ve 
likely made a mistake and have overlapping conditions. 

 
BONUS: If you want to see how these are stored, select the condition and adjust the up/down 
arrows of the “Interval” section.  It will show you which volumes comprise each epoch. 
BONUS: You don’t need this now, but for future reference, these intervals can be added 
manually if necessary.  Alternatively, for complex designs, the protocol file can be created with 
help from Excel. 
 

VERY IMPORTANT: Save the protocol!  In the Stimulation Protocol window, hit [Save.PRT…].  As 
a rule, never assume that BV is smart enough to prompt you to save what you’ve done before you quit or 
it crashes. 
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• Save the .fmr with the protocol (Click the floppy disk icon or under the main BV menu, File/ 

Save).  You can verify that the protocol file has been linked to your .fmr by opening File FMR 
Projects Properties... 

 
Try some correlations (Intact and Scrambled High, baseline low)  
 
Do a correlation using an unshifted “boxcar” function 
Analysis Compute Linear Correlation Maps… 
 

 
• Right-click the conditions you want to be high (Intact and Scrambled). 
• Left-click the conditions you want to be low (Fixation baseline). 
• Click “Go”. 

 
Do correlations with shifts of 1, 2, 3 and 4 images 

• Repeat the procedure above but before clicking “Go”, go into “Options”, turn on “Shift 
predictors in time” and enter the number of images you want to shift the function by.  Then close 
the options window and click the “HRF” button to shift the function by the chosen amount.  

• Click “Go”. 
 
12)  THINK: Considering that the hemodynamic lag is typically about five seconds, which shift would 
you predict would give you the best statistical result?  Does it? 
 
Do a correlation using the HRF 

• Repeat the procedure above but rather than using the “Shift predictors in time” option in the 
“Options” window, select “Model function (Boyton)”. 

 
WARNING: Don’t mess with the HRF model parameters unless you really know what you’re doing 
(but nobody does). 
 
13)  THINK: Is this better or worse?  Why or why not? 
 
Adjust the p value up and down.  
Notice the color scale bar in the upper right panel (note: you have to have your window large enough to 
see it).  The r tells you the correlation coefficient and the degrees of freedom.  The p value tells you the 
probability that a given voxel could be significant purely due to chance.  Above the color bar is the False 
Discovery Rate (FDR).  The q value is set to < 0.05 as the default setting.  [Note: to enable/disable FDR 
statistics, see “FDR…” under “options” within the Linear Correlation window.] 
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Analysis Overlay Maps… 
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• In this window there are a number of options: 

i) You can set “Thresholding” to either FDR or Statistic Value (in this case the r value). 
ii) If you use the FDR option, you can change the q value and you can set the constant, c(V), to 

either 1 or ln(V) + E.  The latter setting is more conservative (see for your self by comparing the two 
options at the same q threshold). 

iii) If you use the Statistic value option, you can change the Correlation range. 
iv) You can turn on and off “Overlay values” in order to show positive and/or negative tails. 
v) You can set the “Cluster threshold” acceptance size. 

• Set the Thresholding option to “Use statistic value”.  Close the Statistical Maps dialog by 
clicking OK. 

• Adjust the p value up and down by clicking the “big red blob” (decrease threshold)  and “little 
red blob” (increase threshold)  buttons on the side toolbar. 

• ALTERNATIVE WAY: Shift click either the “big red blob” or “little red blob” button to get to 
the full “Statistical Maps” dialog and type in an r value of your choosing in the “min:” value. 

• In “Statistical Maps”, change the “max:” value (e.g., change it from the default of .8 to 1 or .6).  
What effect does this have on the coloring of your stat maps?   

 
14) THINK: Do you understand how the color coding works? 

 
• In “Statistical Maps”, turn on the positive and/or negative tails. 
• In “Statistical Maps”, play with the Cluster threshold. 
 

15) THINK: What do you think a reasonable choice of a p value and cluster size would be here? 
 

• Superimpose the results on an anatomical (.amr) 
 

Make the anatomical  
***You have to create a new file format using Brain Voyager 2000 
File Register new file format… 

 
• The image resolution for anatomical files is always 256 cols x 256 rows. 
• There is never a header. 
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• In this case, our Anatomical has 12 slices.  So, set the “Image nr:” to 12. 
 
[Note: If you don’t know how many slices there were in an anatomical, you can open the .spr file 
that belongs to the .sdt file using a text editor to check.] 
 

 
• Anatomical scans have only slices but no time dimension so select “N slice files”. 
• Make sure that “2 byte (integer)” and “Byte swapping” are turned on. 
• In the “New UFF” box, give your file format a name such as “12-slice anat”. 
• Click “Define UFF”. 
• “Quit”. (or it might close automatically, I think we’re supposed to close the 2000 version of the 

program) 
 
The file you just created is called an .uff file.  You will need this file in order to create an anatomical 
image (.amr) using Brain Voyager QX.  You can find the file saved in: C:\Program Files\BrainVoyager.  
Copy the file and paste it in C:\Program Files\BrainVoyager QX.  
 
Now you can go back to Brain Voyager QX 
 
File New Project… 

• Select “Project type” to be “Anatomical inplane slices (AMR)”. 
• In “Describe Data”, next to “File type” panel, select the UFF you just defined. 
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• Click “Select first source file…” and choose the .sdt file for Subject “xx” that contains “2Danat” 

in the file name.  In this case, there are more than one file named this, so you need to see the 
extensions of these files either by resting the cursor over them like this: 

 
• or by clicking on the show details button 

 

 
• Make sure that the dimensions 12 slices x 256 x 256 is correct. 
• Click “Go”. 
• Use the layout matrix buttons in the left tool bar, e.g. , to adjust the layout. 
• Save the anatomical (i.e., go to File/Save as…). (I saved as xx.anatomical.tez) 

 
Link the anatomical 
In the .fmr file, select File FMR Properties… 

• In the section, “Referenced inplane (coplanar) AMR file”, use “Browse” to find the anatomical 
(.amr) you just created. (This is where you should pay attention to make sure that there are no 
gross differences in the functional and anatomical pictures per slide) 

• Close and save the .fmr (i.e., File/Save). 
• From now on this .fmr file is linked with the anatomical images, until you DETACH it by using 

the Detach button next to the Browse… button in the Referenced inplane (coplanar) AMR file 
panel. 

 
16) THINK: Considering that there are sometimes small distortions between the functionals and 
anatomicals, what are the merits of looking at your stat maps on one image type vs. the other? 
 
View time courses within regions 

• Use the correlation based on the HRF to generate a stat map (so far, all we know how to do is the 
linear correlation map). 

• Use the left mouse button to drag a square around an activated region. 
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NOTE: When you do this, BV only includes significant voxels within the box to generate the time 

course. (in fact, once you have highlighting anywhere, you can no longer voxel surf un-highlighted 
voxels) 
 
To add another activated area 

• Hold <Shift> and drag a square around another set of voxels. 
• Expand time course window: click the  icon in the left corner of the “ROI Signal Time 

Course” window. 
• You can toggle between time courses associated with either region:   

Click on “Average” to average the time course from each of the 
separate regions.   

 
To view another activated area in a separate window 

• Hold <Ctrl> and drag a square around another set of voxels. 
NOTE: The new region will be given a separate color. 
 

Convert the y-axis to % signal change 
• Remake the HRF-convolved function using Analysis Compute Linear Correlation maps. 
• This time, select “Save RTC…”. 

(RTC: Real Time Course) 

 
• Expand the time course window ( ). 
• In the lower left corner, under “Display reference time course”, use “Browse…” to select the .rtc 

you just created. 
• Click “Enable”. 
• Note how the y-axis has changed. 
NOTE: Typical % signal change values range between 0.1% for very small effects to 1.0% for 

typical effects to 3-4% for robust effects (e.g., visual or motor cortex).  Anything much higher than that, 
suggests artifacts (so don’t submit your finding with a whopping signal change of 25% to Nature just 
yet!). 

NOTE: you can now see a r =  and a p = value at the top of the time course window.  The closer the 
r value is to 1, the stronger the correlation between the actual data and the presumed model from the 
reference time course. 
 
Use a correlation to compare intact to scrambled (intact high, scrambled low, agnostic about 
baseline) 
Analysis Compute Linear Correlation Maps… 

• Right-click the conditions you want to be high (Intact). 
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• Left-click the conditions you want to be low (Scrambled). 
NOTE: What we are doing here is very similar to a t-test (but we’re using a correlation). 
WARNING: If you have not included all conditions in a correlation (such as fixation), you must 

shift the reference function rather than convolving it with the HRF. 
NOTE:  this is just to learn what the options are and where to find them.  You will never actually do 

this, you’ll do GLM’s over correlations or T-tests.  We’ll learn about these later 
 
17) THINK: What is the drawback of doing our contrast this way? 
 

Make a single study GLM for the data (use LTR data) 
Analysis General Linear Model: Single Study…  

 
• Right click on the Intact condition and hit HRF to make a HRF-convolved predictor for the Intact 

condition. 

 
• Click “Add pred” and make a HRF-convolved predictor for the Scrambled condition. 
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• Bow you can toggle between them under the Predictor panel, or show all. 
• ALTERNATIVE WAY: Within the Single Study General Linear Model, Click “Options”.  In 

“Single factor design” section, click “Define predictors”. 
• Turn on “Show all” box to make sure you’ve done what you should have. 

 
18) THINK: There is no predictor for the baseline condition.  Why not? 
 

• In the Single Study General Linear Model (SSGLM) window, “Save…” design matrix (.rtc file). 
• Click “Go” 

 
Examine contrasts 
Analysis Overlay General Linear Model… (Alternate route: control-click the “big red blob” or “little 
red blob”). 

 
• Examine each of the following contrasts: 

 
+Intact 
+Scrambled  

 
+ Intact (alone) 
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+Scrambled (alone) 

 
+Intact 
-Scrambled 

 
-Intact 
+Scrambled 

 
19) THINK: What does each contrast tell you? 
 

NOTE: try the last two comparisons again but this time add a second contrast by hitting the 
[Add “[+] > 0”] button.  The GLM will now be computed based on a conjunction analysis.  You can 
cycle through the contrasts by using the  tab.  Think about what this conjunction means.  
Does it make sense to do this?  What if you don’t add this function to the GLM?  

You are now asking for voxels that are significantly more active in intact over scrambled, and 
eliminating any that are less active than fixation. 
 
Do another single study GLM on a different run (LTR) 
On the day when subject XX was tested, we did two LO Localizer runs.  The first, which you just 
analyzed, was with “passive viewing” (i.e., the subject had ‘no task’).  The second run was a “1-back” 
task (i.e., the subject had to hit a button whenever he saw the same item two times in a row – this is 
particularly hard for the scrambled images and ensures that the activation is not an artifact of the intact 
images being more attentionally engaging). 

• Open the next run: xx.10_06_03_11_MAG.fmr 
• Run it through linear trend removal. 
• Because the sequence of epochs was different, you will need to create a new protocol and save it.  

For run 11, the epochs were also 16 sec (8 vol) but the order was: 0-S-0-I-0-I-0-S-0-S-0-I-0-S-0-
I-0: 

 
• Perform a General Linear Model: Single Study analysis of it.  Be sure to save the design matrix 

(.rtc) because you will need it for the next exercise. 
 

20) THINK: How reliable is the activation?   
 
Do a multi-study GLM that includes both runs (LTR versions) 
Analysis General Linear Model: Multi Study… 
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• Use the “Add to list...” button to pick the LTR (linear trend removal) version of the first run 

(#10).  It will then prompt you for the .rtc which goes with #10. (it is now becoming clear that 
we want to label our files well) 

• Repeat for #11. 
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WARNING: When defining your predictors and saving .rtc files, you must be sure to define the 

predictors in the same order if you want to use them in a multi-study GLM later (e.g., if you defined 
intact before scrambled for run #10, define these conditions in the same order for run #11). 

NOTE: Always leave “z-transform” clicked. 
 

• In GLMMS window 
• “Save .MDM…” multi study definition file. 
• At bottom of GLMMS window, replace model.glm with a more descriptive name such as 

“a1011_LTR.glm”. 
 

21) THINK: How did the significance of the data change when you used both runs? 
 

BONUS: If you want to see the effect of correcting for the serial correlation problem, 
repeat the steps above, but in the “Options” box, turn on “Remove AR(1) and refit GLM” and 
rename the model with AR1 in the name. 

 

 
 

Look at the GLM stats for a region 
• Select a region with significant activation (this is our Region of interest, ROI) 
• Expand the time course window ( ). 
• Options 

o Hit the “ROI-GLM…” button within the “General functions” section. 
o General: turn on all “GLM graphs” and “GLM tables”.  Use “Browse…” button to pick 

.mdm file. Turn on “z-transform” (default). 
o Contrasts: Pick a contrast you would like to test (e.g., intact+, scrambled-). 
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o Click “Fit GLM”  

 
 

 
 
22) THINK:  What does the graph display?  What do the betas mean?  Can you see how the betas are 
represented in the graph?  How are the betas from the contrast derived from the betas for the predictors? 
 

BONUS: You can repeat the same thing with “Auto correlation graphs” and “Correction 
for serial correlation” turned on to see the effect of the correction for serial correlations. 
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Make an event-related average (ERA) that includes both runs 
Unfortunately, with a GLM, you can only look at the time course of one run at a time. You can get 
around this by making an event-related average.  This will create an average plot of activity across all 
epochs of each condition (e.g., one plot for the average time course of the eight intact epochs and one 
plot for the average time course of the eight scrambled epochs) aligned to the start of each epoch. 
 
Make the .AVG file 
Analysis Event-Related Averaging… 
 

 
• Use “Add runs…” to select run #10.  Repeat for #11. (it looks like I’ve got two already added 

without my actually having to click on add runs…. Ken says this is a benefit of the QX version 
of BV, they come up automatically.) 

 
• Select the two non-baseline conditions (Intact and Scrambled). 
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SUGGESTION: Some people include the baseline condition as well, but I recommend against 

it.  It’s redundant and confusing. 
• Keep the “Resolution of data points” units in volumes. 

 
• Under “Number of data points before and after onset of event/condition”, change “Pre” to 1 and 

leave “Post” at 16 for now. 

 
• Turn on “Enable % signal change” and “File-based” and set “Average From” to be “0 to 0”. 

(Note:  Ken doesn’t actually change this to 0 and 0, he leaves it at -2 to 0, and can’t think of any 
reason why you’d want to change this to 0. )  You can play with these and see what the 
differences are to understand what it means)  in determining averages, the range you choose 
depends on what your intertrial interval is. 

 
• Leave “Variation bars” set to “Standard errors”. 

 
• Click “Generate AVG” and name the file. 
 
SUGGESTION: I highly recommend giving the file a name with as much info as possible but as 

concisely as possible (BV may crash if the name is too long so don’t go overboard).  I would call this 
one “”.  The setting under “Percent signal change, three types of baseline computation” is the most 
important and the setting you may want to vary so I put that aspect (e.g., FILE) in all caps. 
 
Display the ERA (event related averages) 

• Select an activate region you want to investigate more thoroughly (e.g., LO or a portion thereof). 
• Expand the time course window  
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• Using the “Browse” button to the under “Event-related averaging”, select the .avg file you have 

just created 

 
 
THINK: What does the ERA tell you?  What does the blue line mean?  What are the units on the x-
axis?  If you make the “Post” value too large, the cycle repeats.  Can you see where it begins to repeat? 
This is where you would want set the “Post” value.  
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BONUS: Tinkering with the ERA window 

 ERAs can be nice to include in figures for papers and theses but it’s best to adjust 
the settings to make them prettier and more useful. 

 Left-click the ERA window. 
 You can adjust various parameters such as the font size. 

 
EXTRA HARD BONUS: Trying different types of ERAs 

 Remake the ERAs so that you have three additional versions in addition to the 
file-based (FILE) you just created: 

 File based, doing averaging, is taking volumes of -2 to 0 from all trial types. Is 
averaging signal in all the volumes of all the colours together 
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 Turn off % signal change altogether (RAW). 
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 Turn on % signal change and choose epoch-based (EPOCH). 

• Forces the curves to start together, only good if you expect trial history to 
be the same between 

• Average of every single line is zero for the duration of what you chose 
your baseline to be. 
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 Turn on % signal change and choose condition-per-file-based (COND). 

• Calculates the noise 
• 0 – 0  vs -2 to 0 long intertribal interval, long baseline time.. short 

intertrial interval, don’t want to get falling of preceeding event. 

 

 
• Examine the effect this has on the ERA plots. 
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See Jody’s notes for an explanation of the differences (i.e., Event-related avg_printable.pdf). 
 
23) THINK: When would you want to use each type? 
 
Effect of preprocessing on statistical maps 

BONUS: If time, try running the stats on the files with the different types of 
preprocessing to see what effects the preprocessing had on the data
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ANSWERS TO BV2D TUTORIAL “THINK” QUESTIONS 
1) THINK: Is motion a problem with this data set? 

This data set is about as good as it gets.  There is no obvious motion within the run.  There is no 
obvious difference between the first and last images 

 
 
2) THINK: Is motion a problem with this data set? 

This data set is about as bad as it gets.  There are two periods with obvious motion, one about a 
quarter of the way through the run (starting at volume 26) and one at the very end. 

 
 
3) THINK: What does the plot window tell you?   

The plot window is showing how the brain has moved over time in six ways: three translations 
(left-right, up-down, front-back) and three rotations (pitch, roll, yaw).  Note how motion is often seen 
simultaneously in multiple ways.  It’s rare that head motion will be purely along one axis/rotation. 
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4) THINK: Did Brain Voyager do a satisfactory correction of the head motion? 

Brain Voyager’s motion correction often doesn’t help much.  In Subject yy’s data, the problem is 
still obviously there.  Motion correction can give you a false sense of having fixed the problem.  Jody’s 
recommendation is to screen your runs for motion and throw out any where it’s a problem.  In rare cases 
where there’s motion and you can’t throw it out, consider using the SPM software package instead of 
BV.  After motion correction in SPM, the movies look much better than those motion corrected in Brain 
Voyager. 
 
5) THINK: Why would the drift be worse here?  What effect would this have on your stats? 

Linear (and nonlinear) drift is typically worst at the edges of a brain due to gradual head motions.  
Consider the top slice.  If the subject slowly sinks down (due to compression of the padding, for 
example), that slice of brain will gradually become smaller in diameter.  A voxel at the edge will 
gradually contain less and less brain and more and more air so its signal will decline over time.   
Drift makes your stats worse.  Drift is adding variance to the data.  Because stats depend on the size of 
the differences divided by the size of the variance, more variance means less significance.   
 
6)  THINK: Suggest several reasons why head motion can hamper or ruin your data and statistics. 

Head motion also adds variance to your data which is bad (See above).  Furthermore, if the head 
motion happens to coincide with a change between conditions, it could lead to “significant” activation in 
regions where there was none or “non-significant” activation where there really was an effect.  See 
fMRI for Dummies for additional discussion of motion problems. 
 
7) THINK: Does it look different?  Do you notice any effect on the time courses?  If you are going to 
perform motion correction, should you do it on the raw data or the data that has had linear trend 
removal? 

After linear trend removal, you should no longer see linear drifts.  Time courses should be 
roughly flat.  The functional images will look the same. 
Consider the following images (hand drawn without much high frequency noise): 
 
Before LTR: 

  
After LTR: 

 
Head motion is often the cause of linear trends so to do the best job of fixing it, you should run 

the motion correction on the raw data.   
 
8) THINK: Does it look different?  Do you notice any effect on the time courses? 

High pass filtering removes linear trends and other types of low frequency drift 
Consider the following images (hand drawn without much high frequency noise): 
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Before High Pass Filtering: 

  ~linear 

 ~ ½ cycle/time course 

 ~1.5 cycles/time course 
 
 
After High Pass Filtering 

 
 
9) THINK: Why was this a really dumb thing to do?  Why does it suggest you need to think a bit before 
using this option? 

Consider the following images (hand drawn without much high frequency noise): 
 
Before High Pass Filtering: 

 
 

 
 
After Overenthusiastic High Pass Filtering 

 
If you are going to use high pass filtering, you must be absolutely sure that the frequency you 

enter is well below any frequencies in your protocol.  In our experiment, visual areas will show an 
alternation of 8 cycles/ time course and LO-ish areas will show an alternation of ~4 cycles/ time course.  
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We definitely don’t want to choose a frequency above 4 and it’s best to keep the value low.  If you’re 
unsure what you’re doing, just stick with linear trend removal. 
 
10) THINK: Does it look different?  Do you notice any effect on the time courses?  Why do some 
people (including Jody) say that you shouldn’t use this because it’s cheating? 

Gaussian filtering removes some of the high frequencies (spikey stuff) and makes time courses 
look smoother.   
 
Consider the following images (crudely hand drawn): 
 
Before Gaussian (Low Pass) filtering 

 
After Gaussian (Low Pass) filtering 

 
fMRI statistics assume that each volume (time point) is independent of adjacent time points.  

This is false even in raw data (hence the need to do a correction for serial correlations).  Gaussian 
smoothing of the time course makes your data look much more significant but it’s really because it 
makes the assumption hugely false. 
 
11) THINK: Does it look different?  Did you notice any effect on the time courses? 

Spatial smoothing will make an obvious difference in the way your data looks – blurry!  But it 
doesn’t have much effect on the time courses. 
 
12)  THINK: Considering that the hemodynamic lag is typically about five seconds, which shift would 
you predict would give you the best statistical result?  Does it? 

For our data, it takes 2 sec to collect 1 volume.  Therefore… 
Shift 1 volume = shift 2 sec 
Shift 2 volumes = shift 4 sec 
Shift 3 volumes = shift 6 sec 
Shift 4 volumes = shift 8 sec 

We can’t shift by exactly 5 sec, though 4 sec (2 volumes) or 6 sec (3 volumes) would be a good 
choice.  Here it looks, like 3 volumes might be a bit better than 2 volumes.  The optimum shift can 
sometimes differ between brain areas or between subjects. 
 
13)  THINK: Is this better or worse?  Why or why not? 

Usually the stats look best with the HRF-model because it’s the most accurate model of how the 
activation should look.  HRF is the hemodynamic response function. 
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14)  THINK: Do you understand how the color coding works? 
 

 
 

Each voxel has an associated probability value (as can be seen by setting the minimum to 0 – 
clicking the “big red blob” button until everything is colored).  What you are changing when you play 
with the threshold is which voxels appear.  At the default (above), the minimum r value is .4, indicating 
that any voxels with a correlation of .4 or better will be shown.  Of those voxels, the ones with the 
lowest r values (.4) will be orange and the ones with the highest p values (.8 to 1) will be bright yellow.  
As you click the “big red blob” and “little red blob” icons, the minimum r changes in steps of .02.  The 
minimum r value is associated with a p value.  The negative tail shows any voxels with the opposite 
pattern (fixation > (intact & scrambled)) using the same type of color coding on the blue-green axis. 
 
15)  THINK: What do you think a reasonable choice of a p value and cluster size would be here? 

There is often never a clear answer (other than following theoretical stats and doing all the right 
corrections which may not work on single subjects).  In the LTR data, the default settings (r = .40 and 
cluster = 6) look reasonable.  If you go much lower (e.g., .30 to.38), you start to see a lot of blue voxels 
in weird places which probably aren’t believable.  Lower still (.20), you start to see a lot of voxels 
outside the brain.  This decision can be easier if you know which areas you’re looking for.  If you keep 
the minimum set (r = .4) but make the cluster = 1, you get numerous crap stray voxels which likely 
aren’t real. 
 
16)  THINK: Considering that there are sometimes small distortions between the functionals and 
anatomicals, what are the merits of looking at your stat maps on one image type vs. the other? 

Most people look at their data on the anatomical images because they’re much easier to 
understand (particularly in 3D as we’ll see later).  However, it is useful to remember that you CAN look 
at the data on functionals.  This can be handy if you think there are major distortions.  This can also be 
handy if you want to make strong claims about precise locations (e.g., which bank of a sulcus the 
activity is on… if the anatomical is misaligned, you can be way off). 
 
17)  THINK: What is the drawback of doing our contrast this way? 

We’ve only done a shift and not used the hemodynamic response function (HRF) which is a 
better model. 
 
18)  THINK: There is no predictor for the baseline condition.  Why not? 
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See your notes or the Dummies page for an explanation.  You should never have a predictor for 

the baseline.  Everything else is relative to the baseline.  That is, if you know how everything else relates 
to the baseline, you already know how the baseline relates to everything else.  Adding a baseline 
predictor adds nothing and messes up your GLM. 

 
19)  THINK: What does each contrast tell you? 
1 
+Intact 
+Scrambled 
 
Anything that is activated by either category compared to the baseline will show up (visual areas, LO). 
2 
+Intact 
 
Anything that is activated by intact images compared to the baseline will show up (visual areas, LO) 
3 
+Scrambled 
 
Anything that is activated by scrambled images compared to the baseline will show up (visual areas, 
possibly LO) 
4 
+Intact 
-Scrambled 
 
Anything that is more activated by intact images than scrambled images will show up in orange-yellow 
(LO).  Anything that is more activated by scrambled images than intact images will show up in blue-
green (?). 
5 
-Intact 
+Scrambled 
 
Anything that is more activated by intact images than scrambled images will show up in blue-green 
(LO).  Anything that is more activated by scrambled images than intact images will show up in orange-
yellow (?). 
 
20) THINK: How reliable is the activation from run to run? 

Generally, the main activation will appear in the same location, but there is often still 
considerable variability in the activation and the thresholds at which it appears.  In this data, if you lower 
the threshold for #11, you will see foci in common with run #10 in slices 8 and 9.  Clearly the foci that 
show “test-retest” reliability are the ones we’d want to take most seriously. 

 
21) THINK: How did the significance of the data change when you used both runs?  Why? 

Generally, you will see more activation at the same threshold for averaged data.  This is because 
you have a larger sample size (twice as much data in our example) so the significance is higher. 
 
22) THINK:  What does the graph display?  What do the betas mean?  Can you see how the betas are 
represented in the graph?  How are the betas from the contrast derived from the betas for the predictors? 

Refer back to Jody’s lecture of Dummies express. 
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23) THINK: When would you want to use each type? 

Jody recommends using FILE-based in most cases.  This gives you enough massaging to get the 
data into percent signal change but it does not doctor the baselines.  If there are baseline shifts, you can 
see them.  If you have reason to believe that any baseline drifts are NOT real (for example, if you are 
doing an event-related design with long intertrial intervals in which the signal has ample time to return 
to baseline), then you may wish to consider using EPOCH-based.  Jody often looks at both FILE- and 
EPOCH-based to get the full picture. 
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